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a b s t r a c t
This paper presents a novel approach to the simulation of NATM tunnel construction using the Boundary
Element Method (BEM) as principal numerical method. This new approach has the advantage that only
the excavation surface, the possible plastic zones and the tunnel lining have to be discretised. The whole
rock mass is represented by the BEM whereas the Finite Element Method (FEM) is used to represent the
tunnel lining only. Thus, a general coupling strategy for coupling three-dimensional boundary elements
with shell ﬁnite elements (shotcrete) and beam ﬁnite elements (steel arches) is presented. To achieve
realistic results the effect of hydration of the shotcrete and yielding of the steel arches is considered in
the excavation process. Furthermore, the nonlinear rock behaviour is modelled more realistically by using
a powerful hierarchical constitutive model which considers a large range of rock materials. The combination of these ideas results in higher user-friendliness and efﬁciency. Some veriﬁcation tests and practical
applications in tunnelling are presented.
Ó 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The New Austrian Tunnelling Method (NATM) is known to be an
efﬁcient method for the construction of tunnels which require a
high ﬂexibility to adapt to difﬁcult and variable ground conditions.
When driving tunnels according to the NATM, a complex process of
sequential excavation and installation of ground supports takes
place. The excavation sequence and the order of the installation
of the ground support (shotcrete, steel arches and rockbolts) play
an important role and nonlinear material behaviour has to be considered. A three-dimensional (3D) analysis has to be carried out in
order to get realistic results. Since analytical solutions are available
for a limited number of problems with very simple geometries
only, the use of numerical tools is imperative.
For practical matters the tunnelling problem can be considered
an inﬁnite or semi-inﬁnite domain problem. Thus, the Boundary
Element Method (BEM) seems to be the most suitable numerical
method because the far ﬁeld is automatically considered due to
the use of fundamental solutions. No mesh truncation errors are
introduced and no artiﬁcial boundary conditions are required.
Moreover, better accuracy is obtained in the stress evaluation with
the BEM in comparison to other domain methods such as the Finite
Element Method (FEM) and the Finite Difference Method (FDM) for
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similar levels of discretisation as for example shown by Gao and
Davies [13]. Nevertheless, the FEM is still the most popular numerical method for geotechnical problems.
A good overview of the developments and applications of
numerical methods to tunnelling is given by Gioda and Swoboda
[15]. The authors point out that most practical tunnelling problems
are solved by using the FEM. Nevertheless, also the BEM was applied to tunnelling problems [27] but most of the work is in twodimensions (2D) only. Only recently the BEM has been applied to
3D nonlinear problems [10,20,11,28]. However, the application of
the method to real 3D NATM tunnelling problems has not been
considered yet.
Researchers have worked on different approaches for the coupling of both methods. The usual approach consists in using the
FEM to simulate the tunnel lining and the zones around the tunnel
which undergo plastic deformation and in using the BEM to simulate the elastic zones of the rock mass. However, most of this work
focuses on 2D modelling only [22,26,29]. Furthermore, the use of
the BEM for the nonlinear zone and the direct coupling of the
boundary elements with the ﬁnite elements for the tunnel lining
has – to the best of the authors’ knowledge – never been discussed
in 3D. Pöttler and Swoboda [17] for example discussed how to couple beam elements and boundary elements in 2D only.
By using the standard formulation of the BEM to solve nonlinear
problems, only the parts of the domain where yielding is expected
and the boundary of the problem have to be discretised [23]. However, the size of the system of equation which has to be solved does
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not increase because of the domain discretisation. Thus, the
dimension of the problem is still reduced by one.
Apart from the advantages of the BEM, a more accurate simulation of the tunnel lining, such as the shotcrete and the steel arch
supports, is achieved by using shell and beam ﬁnite elements.
Therefore, a general coupling strategy in combination with a multiregion approach as presented by Beer et al. [7], which is capable
of giving the BEM the ability to simulate sequential excavation, is
implemented in this work.
Moreover, regarding the modelling of the shotcrete, the effect of
hydration (or curing) of the concrete may have a strong inﬂuence
on the ﬁnal results [19], and hence, it must be considered in the
simulation. Concerning the steel arches, the effect of yielding elements also needs to be taken into account for some special cases,
such as squeezing ground [18].
On top of that, an adequate model for the rock behaviour has to
be considered to be able to realistically simulate the nonlinear rock
mass. This can be achieved by the use of a hierarchical constitutive
model able to consider the full range of different rock mass
behaviour.
Inthispaperanewapproachtodirectlycouplebeamandshellﬁnite
elements with boundary elements in 3D is presented. The whole rock
mass is modelled by the BEM and a hierarchical constitutive model is
used. In order to achieve realistic results the effect of hydration of
the shotcrete and yielding of the steel arches is also considered in the
excavation process. The combination of these new developments allowsanadequate,efﬁcient,accurateandelegantsimulationoftunnelling problems.
In the theoretical explanations – for the sake of simplicity –
most of the ﬁgures refer to a 2D deep tunnel example. Nevertheless, the equations presented are directly applicable to general
3D problems and remarks concerning 3D analyses will be made
whenever needed.
Veriﬁcation tests and practical applications are presented, followed by some conclusions on the results obtained with the new
approach.
2. Simulation of the rock mass with the BEM
A nonlinear analysis with the BEM requires special consideration in some parts X0 of the domain X where plastic behaviour
is expected [24].
Fig. 1 shows an example of a circular deep tunnel excavation
with the exterior domain X, its boundary C and some domains
X0 2 X, where plasticity is assumed to occur.
The boundary integral equation relating the displacements u
and tractions t along the boundary C and the initial stresses r0
in the domain X0 is [25]:

Fig. 1. 2D deep tunnel excavation.

CðPÞuðPÞ ¼

Z

I

UðP; Q ÞtðQÞ dC  TðP; QÞuðQÞ dC
C
Z
0
þ
EðP; Q Þr ðQ Þ dX0 ;
C

ð1Þ

X0

where P and Q are the source and ﬁeld points belonging to C and
where Q represents any point belonging to X0. C(P) is a matrix
containing the free terms which depend on the shape of the
boundary near the point P. U(P, Q), T(P, Q), and EðP; Q Þ are matrices
containing the fundamental solutions for displacements, tractions,
and strains respectively at points Q and Q due to a unit source at
P. r0 are the initial stresses related to the nonlinear material
behaviour.
In order to solve the boundary value problem illustrated in
Fig. 1, the boundary C and the domain X0 are discretised with
boundary elements and internal domain cells respectively as
shown in Fig. 2.
The discretised form of Eq.(1) is:

CðPÞuðPÞ ¼

L X
l
X

tei ðQÞ

e¼1 i¼1



L X
l
X

uei ðQ Þ

I

e¼1 i¼1

þ

H X
h
X
c¼1 j¼1

r0c
j ðQÞ

Ce

Z
Ce

UðP; Q ÞN i ðQ Þ dCe

TðP; Q ÞNi ðQÞ dCe

Z
Xc

b j ðQ Þ dXc ;
EðP; Q Þ N

ð2Þ

b j ðQ Þ are boundary element shape functions
where Ni(Q) and N
and internal domain cell shape functions respectively. In
Eq.(2), the outer sums are carried out over the boundary elements or internal domain cells and the inner sums are carried
out over the nodes of the boundary elements or internal domain
cells. Note that another sum will take place to solve the integrals over the boundary elements Ce and the internal domain
cells Xc [7].
Finally, Eq.(2) has to be evaluated for each collocation point Pi
(i.e. each boundary element node) and can be written as:

DTu ¼ DUt þ DEr0 ;

ð3Þ

where u is a vector that contains the unknown displacement components, t is a vector with traction components of all nodes along
the boundary C and r0 is a vector containing the initial stresses
at all cell nodes of the domain X0. DU, DT and DE are global coefﬁcient matrices assembled by gathering element or cell
contributions.

Fig. 2. 2D tunnel excavation discretised with boundary elements and internal
domain cells.
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3. Sequential excavation with the multi-region approach
In order to simulate the staged advance of the excavation process according to the NATM method, multiple boundary element
regions which are connected to each other are considered, as
shown in Fig. 3.
Various methods for solving multiple region problems exist
[3,9]. However, the so called stiffness matrix assembly introduced
by Beer [5] is used in this work. The philosophy of this approach is
similar to the one used by the FEM. A pseudo stiffness matrix Kbe
n of
each region n is computed. The coefﬁcients of this matrix are the
tractions due to unit displacements. The matrices Kbe
n of all regions
are then assembled in the same way as in the FEM. An advantage of
this method, specially for this work, is that it can also be used for
coupling boundary elements with ﬁnite elements.
Both the displacements u and the tractions t are unknown at
the interfaces between the regions. Therefore, the number of unknowns is increased and additional equations are needed. These
equations can be obtained from the condition of equilibrium and
compatibility at the interfaces of the regions.
To obtain the pseudo stiffness matrix Kbe
n of a region, a pure
Dirichlet problem using Eq.(3) (with r0 = 0) has to be solved M
times, where M is the number of degrees of freedom (DoF) of the
boundary element region. The coefﬁcients of Kbe
n are such that:

tn ¼ Kbe
n un :

ð4Þ

The stiffness matrices Kbe
n of each region are assembled into the
global system of equation, which then can be solved for the unknown displacements at the interfaces.
As it can be seen in Fig. 3, only some of the nodes of region 0 are
connected to region 2 or region 3. It would obviously be more efﬁcient to consider only the interface nodes, i.e. only those nodes that
are connected to a region, in the calculation of the pseudo stiffness
matrix. The procedure is, therefore, ﬁrst to solve the problem with
zero values of u at the interfaces between regions, and secondly, to
solve the problem where unit values of u are applied at each node
in turn.
For the complete solution of the partially coupled problem
shown in Fig. 3 four steps have to be executed [12,7]:
(a) The problem is solved for the boundary conditions applied at
the nodes which are not connected to other regions (free
nodes) (see Fig. 3) with the interface nodes ﬁxed so that
the traction at the interfaces (coupled nodes) tc0n is
obtained. According to that, the following system of equation can be written to each region n:


½An 



tc0n
uf 0 n

¼ fF0n g;

ð5Þ

where An is the assembled left-hand side, F0n is the right hand side
due to given boundary conditions, which are the tractions at the
free nodes and uf0n contains the displacements at the free nodes.
(b) The pseudo stiffness matrix Kbe
n of each region is computed
for the interface nodes by solving the following system of
equation:


½An 

tcn
uf n


¼ fFn g;

ð6Þ

where Fn is the right-hand side computed for a unit value of u applied at x, y or z-direction at the interface nodes. The vector tcn contains the tractions at the coupled nodes and ufn the displacements
at the free nodes. Note that An on the left hand side of Eq.(6) is
the same as in Eq.(5). Thus, the ﬁrst and second problem can be
solved in one step with a multiple right hand side solver. As a result,

Fig. 3. Partially coupled problem – staged tunnel excavation with top heading and
bench discretised with multiple boundary element regions.

the pseudo stiffness matrix Kbe
n for the interface of each boundary
element region is obtained as:


Kbe
¼
t1cn
n

t2cn


b
tcMn ;



ð7Þ

b is the number of DoF of the interface nodes.
where M
(c) By using the conditions for equilibrium and compatibility at
of each
the interface, the pseudo stiffness matrices Kbe
n
region n are assembled into the global system of equation,
which then can be solved for the unknown displacements
uc at the interfaces as follows:

½Kbe fuc g ¼ fFg;

ð8Þ

be

where K is the assembled ‘‘pseudo stiffness matrix’’ of the interface nodes and F is the assembled right-hand side.
(d) After the interface unknowns have been determined, the
results at the interface are used to compute the remaining
unknowns of all regions by using



tcn
xfn




¼

tc0n
xf 0 n

"


þ

Kbe
n
Yn

in which Yn is deﬁned as:


Yn ¼ u1fn

u2fn



#

b
ufMn

fuc n g

ð9Þ


ð10Þ

and the vector ucn is obtained by gathering values from the vector of
unknowns at all the interface nodes uc.
4. Simulation of ground support
4.1. Shotcrete as an assembly of shell ﬁnite elements
For the shotcrete simulation, a simple and efﬁcient curved shell
ﬁnite element formulation [1,4,30] degenerated from a 3D isoparametric ﬁnite element is used and Reissner–Mindlin theory is assumed. The advantage of this formulation is that it is applicable
to moderately thick shells and that the edges do not have to be
normal to the shell surface (an advantage when dealing with an increase in thickness at the bottom of the shotcrete shell also known
as ‘‘elephant feet’’).
The shell geometry (Fig. 4) and its displacement ﬁeld (Fig. 5) can
be described as:

8 91
8 9
08 9
>
>
>
=
=
= X
< xi >
< t xi >
l
<x>
B
C
x¼ y ¼
N i ðn; gÞ@ yi þ f t y i A
>
>
>
>
>
>
: ;
: ;
: ; i¼1
zi
t zi
z

ð11Þ
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Fig. 6. Modeling the evolution of the shotcrete strength properties according to the
excavation steps.

Kfe ¼

Z

BT DB dXe ;

ð14Þ

Xe

Fig. 4. General 8-node curved shell ﬁnite element used for the simulation of the
shotcrete.

where B is the strain–displacement matrix, which contains derivatives of the shape functions N i ðn; gÞ and D is the constitutive matrix
employed in the formulation, which is deﬁned as:

2

1 m
6m 1
6
6
E
60 0
D¼
2
ð1  m Þ 6
6
40 0
0

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

7
7
7
7;
7
7
5

ð1mÞ
2

j

0

ð1mÞ
2

0

0

j

0
ð1mÞ
2

ð15Þ

j

where m and E are the Poisson’s ratio and the Young’s modulus
respectively, and j is the shear correction factor (e.g. j ¼ 56 for
homogeneous rectangular cross-section).
4.1.1. Consideration of the hydration process
In order to have an accurate and realistic simulation of the shotcrete support, the change in the shotcrete strength due to hydration needs to be taken into consideration. This is done by
changing the stiffness properties of the shell elements during the
analysis process (Fig. 6) by a new developed approach [19] that
makes use of a series of look-up tables. These tables provide isotropic elastic stiffness and strength data (Young’s modulus E, Poisson’s ratio m and uniaxial compressive strength fcu) of hydrating
shotcrete dependent on the time of application of the shotcrete
(degree of hydration), its water–cement ratio w/c and its aggregate–cement ratio a/c.

Fig. 5. Shell element nodal DoF (uxi, uyi, uzi, h1i, h2i) and orthogonal unit vectors v1i, v2i
and v3i.

and

9
91
8 9
8
08
>
>
= X
= 1 >
=
< ux >
< uxi >
< h2i v 1x i  h1i v 2x i >
l
B
C
u ¼ uy ¼
Ni ðn; gÞ@ uy i þ tf h2i v 1y i  h1i v 2y i A
>
>
>
>
; i¼1
; 2 >
;
: >
:
:
uz
uzi
h2i v 1z i  h1i v 2z i
ð12Þ
respectively, where t is the element thickness, v1i, v2i and v3i are local, orthogonal unit vectors at the element node i as shown in Fig. 5.
N i ðn; gÞ are the shape functions of an isoparametric ﬁnite shell element and l indicates the number of nodes which corresponds to the
number of nodes of the boundary elements. The thickness vector ti
is given by:

ti ¼

1
t v 3i :
2

ð13Þ

Note that in Eq.(12) the nodal displacements uxi, uyi and uzi are deﬁned globally while the nodal rotations h1i and h2i are deﬁned locally as shown in Fig. 5.
By using Eqs.(11) – (12), the stiffness matrix of the shell element (computed for its mid-surface) can be obtained by:

4.1.2. Look-up tables
The values in the look-up tables depend basically on the hydration 
nðtÞ, where t is the time passed since the application of the
shotcrete, and the shotcrete composition in terms of water–cement
ratio w/c and aggregate–cement ratio a/c.
According to Scheiner et al. [19], the hydration degree-time
relationship can be computed by means of numerical integration
of the following macroscopic Arrhenius-type reaction kinetics law:

nðtÞ ¼



e nðsÞ exp  Ea
ds:
A½
RTðsÞ
s

Z

t

ð16Þ

e
A½
nðsÞ is the macroscopic shotcrete-speciﬁc chemical afﬁnity that
describes the hydration kinetics, Ea is the activation energy, R is
the universal gas constant and T(s) is the history of absolute temperature in the sample.
In this work the following relationship is used:

e nÞ ¼
Að

8
< a½1expðbeÞ
if n 6 e
1þcnd
: a½1expðbnÞ if n P e
1þcnd

ð17Þ

with a = 7.313 s1, b = 10.46, c = 169.3, d = 4.37, e = 0.05 and the
ratio between activation energy and universal gas constant
Ea/R = 4000 K.
The look-up tables which provide the properties of hydrating
shotcrete for ‘‘sealed conditions’’ and for ‘‘drained conditions’’ for
a water–cement ratio of w/c = 0.4 are represented in Figs. 7 and
8. Blue curves refer to sealed conditions, while black curves refer
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Fig. 7. Look-up tables for Young’s modulus E [19].

Fig. 8. Look-up tables for Poisson’s ratio m [19].

to drained conditions. Solid curves refer to a/c = 5.0, dashed curves
to a/c = 4.5, dotted curves to a/c = 4.0, and dash-dotted curves to
a/c = 3.5. Sealed conditions apply when no water can escape from
the cement paste matrix under loading conditions. If the water
pressure is equal to the pressure of the air within the tunnel, i.e.
the water pressure is controlled from outside the tunnel shell, then
drained conditions apply. If there is any doubt, Scheiner et al. [19]
recommend to use the data related to sealed conditions.
The time of hydration t is simulated by the number of excavation steps that have occurred since the installation of the shotcrete
times the time of the advance of the tunnel face as indicated in
Fig. 6. The relationship between the hydration degree 
n and the
time t after spraying is computed by using Eq.(16).
Fig. 9. General 3-node curved beam ﬁnite element used for the simulation of the
steel arches.

4.2. Steel arches as an assembly of beam ﬁnite elements
The curved beam element for the simulation of the steel arch
supports is formulated in an analogous way to the formulation of
the curved shell element. The basic kinematic assumptions are
the assumptions of the Timoshenko beam theory.
The geometry of the element (Fig. 9) and its displacement ﬁeld
(Fig. 10) is deﬁned by:

91
8 9
8
8 9
08 9
>
>
>
>
g
=
=
=
= X
< xi >
< bxi >
< hxi >
<x>
C
e i ðnÞB
N
x¼ y ¼
@ yi þ g by i þ f hy i A
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
;
: ;
: ;
:
: ; i¼1
zi
z
bzi
hzi

ð18Þ

and

9
9
8 9
8
08
>
>
g
= X
= 1 >
=
< ux >
< uxi >
< h1i v 3x i  h3i v 1x i >
B
e i ðnÞ@ uy
þ bg h1i v 3y i  h3i v 1y i
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i
>
>
>
>
; i¼1
; 2 >
;
: >
:
:
uz
uzi
h1i v 3z i  h3i v 1z i
91
8
> h2i v 1x i þ h1i v 2x i >
=
1 <
C
 hf h2i v 1y i þ h1i v 2y i A
>
>
2 :
;
h2i v 1z i þ h1i v 2z i

e¼

9
8
>
=
< enn >
>
:

8 9
1 >
>
=
<u
;
 2 ¼ Bu
B3  u
>
;
: >
u3

eng ¼ ½ B1 B2
>
enf ;

ð20Þ

where the local axes n, g and f are assumed to be orthogonal.
The corresponding stress–strain law to be employed in the formulation is:

9
8
>
=
< rnn >

9
38
>
=
< enn >
7
rng ¼ 6
4 0 jG 0 5 eng ;
>
>
>
>
:
:
rnf ;
enf ;
0 0 jG
2

E

0

0

ð21Þ

where E is the Young’s modulus, G is the shear modulus and j the
shear correction factor of the steel arch.

ð19Þ

respectively, where bi ¼ 12 bv 2i is the width vector, hi ¼ 12 hv 3i is the
height vector, and v1i, v2i and v3i are local orthogonal unit vectors
e i ðnÞ are quadratic shape
at the element node i as shown in Fig. 10. N
functions of an isoparametric one-dimensional beam ﬁnite element
and the natural coordinates (n, g, f) vary between 1 and 1 on the
respective faces of the element.
Note that, for simplicity, the cross-section of the element in
Fig. 9 is rectangular and constant throughout the element length.
However, any cross-section can be considered by a suitable modiﬁcation of the input parameters.
For the evaluation of the strain–displacement matrix B, only the
strain components in longitudinal direction enn and in transversal
shear directions eng and enf are of interest. Thus,

4.2.1. Consideration of yielding connections
The simulation of special yielding joints [2,16] in the steel arches as shown in Fig. 11 is achieved with the use of a yield function
F posing a limit to the axial forces acting on the element. The yield
function is

F ¼ N  lC;

ð22Þ

where N is the axial force on the beam element, l is the static friction coefﬁcient and C is the clamping force acting on the yielding
joint.
5. General coupling strategy for ground/support interaction
In order to consider the shotcrete and steel arch supports in the
sequential excavation process, the stiffness matrices of the shell
and beam ﬁnite elements need to be assembled into the global
interface stiffness matrix which consists of the assembled contributions of all interface stiffness matrices of the boundary element
regions.
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Fig. 12. Sketch of shell ﬁnite elements (FE) and boundary elements (BE).

Fig. 13. Sketch of beam ﬁnite elements (FE) and boundary elements (BE).

Hence, according to Eq.(23) and Eq.(4), the interface stiffness
matrix of the boundary element region n can be obtained as:
be
Kbe
n ¼ Mn K n :

Fig. 10. Beam element nodal DoF (uxi, uyi, uzi, h1i, h2i, h3,i) and orthogonal unit vectors
v1i, v2i and v3i.

Fig. 11. Clamping and normal forces on a yielding joint.

The boundary element pseudo stiffness matrix Kbe
n in Eq.(4) relates nodal displacements to nodal tractions. Therefore, it must be
converted into a real stiffness matrix (in the FEM sense). This is
done by converting the nodal tractions in Eq.(4) into nodal point
forces as proposed by Beer and Watson [8] with

F ¼ Mt;

ð23Þ

Now, the stiffness matrices of the boundary element region Kbe
n
and ﬁnite element regions Kfe
n can be assembled exactly as in a
be
standard ﬁnite element analysis. Note that Kn is not symmetric
whereas Kfe
n is symmetric.
Finally, two assumptions regarding the coupling of the boundary
elements to shell and/or beam ﬁnite elements are made. Firstly, the
eccentricity between the shell mid-surface nodes (and also the beam
neutral axis) and the boundary element nodes is considered as negligible. Secondly, the difference in the numbers of DoF between the
boundary element (3 translations) and the shell ﬁnite element (3
translations and 2 rotations) and beam ﬁnite element (3 translations
and 3 rotations) is dealt with in such a way that only the corresponding DoF are added (i.e. no rotational DoF of the ﬁnite elements contribute to the translational ones of the boundary elements). The
second assumption follows from the ﬁrst one, i.e. rotations do not
have any effect on the interface displacements. As a result, the nodes
of the shell and also the beam elements have the same coordinates as
the nodes of the boundary elements as shown in Figs. 12 and 13. This
makes mesh generation very easy since all elements are considered
to be on the same surface.
6. Simulation of nonlinear ground behaviour
In nonlinear analysis, the displacements and tractions depend
on the deformation history, and therefore, incremental quantities
denoted by overdots are used. Hence, Eq.(1) becomes

where the coefﬁcients of the matrix M are

M ij ¼

Z

_
CðPÞuðPÞ
¼
Gi Gj dCe

Ce

with Gi and Gj being globally deﬁned basis functions.

ð24Þ

ð25Þ

Z

I
_
_ ÞdC
UðP; Q ÞtðQÞd
C  TðP; Q ÞuðQ
C
C
Z
þ
EðP; Q Þr_ 0 ðQ ÞdX0 :
X0

ð26Þ
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Fig. 15. Trace of the yield surface of the HMCM on the p 

pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
J2 -plane.

Fig. 14. Schematic illustration for the computation of the initial stress r_ 0 .

The following equation is used for the evaluation of the stress increments at an internal point P [25]:

r_ ðPÞ ¼

Z

I
_ Þ dC  SðP; Q ÞuðQ
_ ÞdC
DðP; Q ÞtðQ
C
C
Z
þ
WðP; Q Þr_ 0 ðQ Þ dX0 þ Fr_ 0 ðPÞ:

ð27Þ

X0

The initial stresses r_ 0 are calculated from the non linear stress–
strain relationship of the material. In principle, this procedure consists of two steps [21]: the elastic predictor and the plastic corrector. In the ﬁrst step, the problem is solved by assuming that the
material is purely elastic within the interval considered. In the second step, the inﬂuence of the plastic ﬂow is taken into account and
the ﬁnal stress state rfin
ij which lies on or inside the yield surface is
computed if the elastic trial state violates the yield condition. A
schematic illustration for the computation of the initial stress is
shown in Fig. 14.
6.1. Rock behaviour – hierarchical constitutive model
The hyperbolic Mohr–Coulomb model (HMCM) proposed by
Gens et al. [14] is adopted in this work. The HMCM is a hierarchical
constitutive model with linear elastic and strain hardening/softening plastic behaviour and three different ﬂow rules. The HMCM
yield surface is described by a hyperbolic yield function that tends
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
asymptotically to the linear Mohr–Coulomb model in the p  J 2 plane (Fig. 15), where p indicates the mean stress deﬁned by p ¼ I31
with I1 being the ﬁrst invariant of the stress tensor and J2 indicates
the second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor.
As shown in Fig. 16, the HMCM represents a variety of yield surfaces on the p-plane according to the following equations:

F ¼ J 2  F 1 ðp; hv ÞF 2 ðhÞ

ð28aÞ
2

F 1 ðp; hv ðtan /; CÞÞ ¼ ðC þ p tan /Þ  ðC  pt tan /Þ
F 2 ðhÞ ¼ ð1 þ Y sinð3hÞÞ

Z

2

ðYZ P 0; 1 6 Y 6 1Þ;

ð28bÞ
ð28cÞ

where pt is the triaxial tensile strength, hv(tan/,C) is the history variable, C is the apparent cohesion, tan/ is the slope of the conical surface, h is the Lode angle and Y and Z are parameters that shape the
trace of the yield surface on the deviatoric plane. Note that Eq.(28b)
accounts for the shape of the curve shown in Fig. 15, while Eq.(28c)
accounts for the shape of the curve shown in Fig. 16.
In Fig. 15, compressive stresses are assumed as positive and the
^ is the tension limit predicted by the linear Mohr–Couparameter q
lomb model.
Different yield surfaces are represented in Fig. 16. They can be
achieved by simply changing the values given to the parameters
Y and Z in Eq.(28c). For instance, the deviatoric cross-section

Fig. 16. Traces of the HMCM yield surface on the p-plane.

becomes a circle corresponding to a Drucker–Prager yield surface
for Y = 0 and Z = 0. The hyperbolic
Mohr–Coulomb
yield surface is
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
approached by using Y ¼ 0:85 sinð/Þ and Z = 0.229. The inﬂuence of the p
hydrostatic
stress p and the shape of the yield surface
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
on the p  J2 -plane (Fig. 15) are deﬁned by Eq.(28b), whereas
the inﬂuence of the Lode angle h and the shape of the yield surface
on the deviatoric plane-(Fig. 16) are deﬁned by Eq.(28c).
6.1.1. The ﬂow rule
Three different ﬂow rules are considered in the HMCM: one
associated ﬂow rule with Q = F and two non-associated ﬂow rules.
The non-associated ﬂow rules are restricted to the volumetric component only with the purpose of reducing volumetric dilatancy for
high compressive conﬁnements.
The derivatives of the plastic potential mij in respect to the
invariants p, J, and h are deﬁned as:

mij ¼

@Q
@Q @p @Q @J
@Q @h
¼
þ
þ
:
@ rij @p @ rij @J @ rij @h @ rij

ð29Þ

The derivatives of the plastic potential with respect to J and h are
not depending on the ﬂow rule because associativity is assumed
for these components. They become:

@Q
¼ 2J
@J

ð30Þ

and

@Q
¼ 3YZF 1 cosð3hÞð1 þ Y sinð3hÞÞZ1 :
@h

ð31Þ

However, the derivative of the plastic potential with respect to p is
different for each of the three ﬂow rules considered:
(a) Associated ﬂow rule:

@Q
¼ 3 tan /ðC þ p tan /Þð1 þ Y sinð3hÞÞZ
@p

ð32Þ
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dilatancy between the hyperbola tip and the uniaxial tension
point
pﬃﬃﬃon the hyperbola (point on a straight line with slope
J ¼ 3jpj). There is also a progressive decline of dilatancy
from that point to the right.

(b) ’’Standard’’ non-associated ﬂow rule with a pressure-dependent decay function:

@Q
¼ 2f m ðpÞ tan /ðC þ p tan /Þð1 þ Y sinð3hÞÞZ
@p

ð33Þ

In this ﬂow rule the most common type of non-associativity is
followed.8A decay function fm(p) deﬁned by:

fm ðpÞ ¼

1
>
< h
1
>2

:

1 þ cos

p
p pnodil

i

0

p<0

0 6 p 6 pnodil

ð34Þ

p > pnodil

decreases with increasing pressure, and therefore, it reduces
the volumetric component. It is deﬁned in such a way that
the resulting ﬂow rule satisﬁes the following requirements
[14]:
– Only volumetric deformations occur for triaxial tension
loading. In other words, the ﬂow rule at the tip of the
hyperbola must be parallel to the p axis. This is achieved
if fm(p) = 1.
– The dilatancy effect is almost negligible for high compressive conﬁnement. So, the ﬂow rule must be orthogonal to the p axis for values higher than a certain threshold
level given as the parameter pnodil. This requires that
fm(pnodil) = 0.
In Fig. 17 the directions of the ﬂow rule in the main loading
situations are shown together with the projection of the
yield surface on to the J  p-plane. The direction of the derivatives of the plastic potential does not necessarily follow the
radial direction, i.e. straight line from the origin, except for
the stress point tip of the hyperbola although Fig. 17 may
give that impression.
(c) ‘‘Radial’’ non-associated ﬂow rule with decay function:

@Q
¼ 2f m jpj
@p

ð35Þ

fm ðpÞ ¼

1
>2

>
>
>
:0

1 þ cos




J
pþpﬃ
3

p pnodil

p þ pJﬃﬃ3 < 0
0 6 p þ pJﬃﬃ3 6 pnodil

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Hv ¼ Dk mDij mDij ;

ð36Þ

p þ pJﬃﬃ3 > pnodil :

This ﬂow rule considers that for some materials under monotonic uniaxial tension the ﬂow rule should only produce plastic deformations in the direction of the loading. This is
equivalent to stating that the micro-cracks opened under uniaxial tension should be perpendicular to the loading direction. Note that the function in Fig. 18 gives no reduction of

Fig. 17. ‘‘Standard’’ non-associated ﬂow rule with a pressure-dependent decay
function [14].

ð37Þ

where mDij are the deviatoric components of the derivatives of the
plastic potential and Dk indicates the plastic multiplier.
The evolution of the yield surface is controlled by the evolution
of each of the parameters pT, C and tan/ in terms of the history variable. For that purpose, a function is used which consists of three
different parts: initial hardening, softening and ﬁnal residual.
Hardening and softening sections are controlled by a cosine-based
function fw(Hv) which is deﬁned as

8
f0
>
>
>
< f þ ðf  f Þ cos p ðSðb ; a Þ þ 3Þ
0
p
0
H
H
2
f I ðHv Þ ¼
1
>
f
þ
ðf

f
Þ
½
cosð
p
Sðb
;
a
ÞÞ þ 1
r
p
r
S
>
S
2
>
:
fr

Hv ¼ 0
0 6 H v 6 Hv p
Hv p 6 Hv 6 Hv r
Hv > H v r ;
ð38Þ

where f0 is the tension limit, cohesion or internal friction angle at
the initial yield state, fp is the tension limit, cohesion or internal friction angle at peak, and fr is the residual tension limit, cohesion or
internal friction angle of the rock. The function S(b, a) is deﬁned as:

Sðbi ; ai Þ ¼

eai bi
1 þ ðeai  1Þbi

ð39Þ

with

ðbi ; ai Þ ¼

In this case the decay function fm(p) is deﬁned by:

8
1
>
>
>
>
< 

6.1.2. Evolution law and history variable
The history variable Hv is the accumulated deviatoric plastic
strain deﬁned as:

8
< bi ¼ bH ¼ HHv
vp
: bi ¼ bS ¼

Hv Hv p
Hv r Hv p

ai ¼ aH 0 6 Hv 6 Hv p
ai ¼ aS Hv p 6 Hv 6 Hv r ;

ð40Þ

in which ai is a ‘‘shape’’ coefﬁcient, which may have different values
for the hardening section aH and the softening section of the diagram aS, leading to a family of possible evolution laws in which
hardening or softening for each parameter may evolve faster at
the beginning or at the end of the inelastic process. The effect of
those parameters on the evolution laws can be seen in Fig. 19.
Note that for ai = 0 one obtains S = ni from Eq.(39) and the original form of evolution laws without scaling functions is obtained as
it can be seen from Fig. 19. This means that in general the parameters ai can be assigned equal to zero, unless required for speciﬁc
data ﬁtting.

Fig. 18. ‘‘Radial’’ non-associated ﬂow rule [14].
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Table 1
Material properties and HMCM parameters.
Young’s modulus E
Poisson’s ratio m
Cohesion C
Friction angle /
Tension cutoff pt
Shape parameter Y
Shape parameter Z

28000 MPa
0.32
12.71 MPa
26.36°
27.6 MPa
0.61
0.23

Fig. 19. Inﬂuence of the effect of the parameters ai on the family of evolution laws
[14].

7. Examples
7.1. Circular excavation without support

7.2. Inﬂuence of the tunnel lining
In this example, a series of nonlinear analyses with different
support conditions is carried out for a sequential circular excavation with 12 m diameter shown in Fig. 22. The virgin stress ﬁeld
considered is rzz = 2.75 MPa, rxx = ryy = 0.5rzz. The constitutive
model used is the HMCM with associated ﬂow rule. The material
properties are shown in Table 2.
For the shotcrete simulation, two conditions are considered:
drained condition, in which the shotcrete hydration takes place
slowly, and sealed condition, in which the shotcrete hydration
takes place faster. The shotcrete material properties are taken from
the look-up tables shown in Section 4.1.2 with w/c = 0.4 and a/c =
3.5. The shotcrete thickness considered in the analysis is 35 cm.
For the steel arches the following parameters were used: cross
section A = 0.005 m2, Young’s modulus E = 210000 MPa, Poisson’s
ratio m = 0.3125, static friction coefﬁcient l = 0.5 and clamping
force C = 0.7 MN. Two yielding joints were used in each steel arch,
one at the left and one at the right side. The steel arches were
spaced by 3 m from each other.
Prior to the 3D analysis, a plane strain analysis without support
was carried out in order to determine the extent of the plastic zone.

Fig. 20. Boundary element discretisation with internal domain cells.

100
90
80

Stress [MPa]

To demonstrate the efﬁciency and accuracy of the implemented
boundary element approach for nonlinear analysis, a circular tunnel with a diameter of 12 m in a virgin stress ﬁeld of ry = 54 MPa,
rx = rz = 0.5ry is analysed. The tunnel is excavated in one step and
no support is considered. Both plane strain and 3D analyses are
carried out. The results for the 3D mesh are obtained for a section
that is far enough away from the tunnel face so that plane strain
conditions prevail.
The nonlinear analysis is carried out with the use of the HMCM
with associated ﬂow rule for the material parameters shown in
Table 1.
The boundary element and internal domain cell discretisation
used for the analyses with the BEM is shown in Fig. 20. The results
of the FEM analysis are obtained with a mesh at least twice as ﬁne
as the boundary element mesh.
The results for radial and tangential stress for a horizontal line
normal to the tunnel axis are shown in Fig. 21, where 2D and 3D
results of the presented work are compared to a 2D ﬁnite element
analysis carried out with Plaxis.

70

2D BEFE++

60

3D BEFE++

50
2D PLAXIS

40
30
20
10
0
6.0

7.0

8.0

9.0

10.0

Distance from Tunnel Centre [m]
Fig. 21. Comparison of results for radial and tangential stress for a horizontal line
normal to the tunnel axis.

The result is shown in Fig. 23. Fig. 24 shows the corresponding vertical displacements. However, in the following 3D analysis the
extension of the plastic zone is veriﬁed for each conﬁguration. It
is pointed out that the plastic zone never exceeds the estimated
plastic zone from the 2D analysis in the following 3D analyses.
Fig. 25 shows a comparison between the displacements along
the tunnel crown obtained with the 3D analysis for the different
conﬁgurations and support conditions. The inﬂuence of the various
ground support conﬁgurations on the tunnel crown displacements
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Fig. 22. Mesh discretisation with internal domain cells, shotcrete and ribs.

Table 2
Material properties and HMCM parameters.
258.28 MPa
0.25
0.7 MPa
25°
0.10 MPa
0.61
0.23

Fig. 24. Vertical displacements [m] obtained with a 2D analysis.
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Vertical displacement [m]

Young’s modulus E
Poisson’s ratio m
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Friction angle /
Tension cutoff pt
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Fig. 25. Comparison between the displacement along the tunnel crown for the
different support conﬁgurations.

Fig. 23. Value of yield function [–] obtained with a 2D analysis.

can easily be seen. In fact it can be seen that – depending on the
support condition – the displacements can be reduced up to 60%
for this speciﬁc problem. In addition, it can be noted that the maximum displacement obtained from the 2D analysis (Fig. 24) and the
maximum displacement obtained from the 3D analysis carried out
without support (see the results of Nonlinear in Fig. 25) are very
similar.
7.3. Practical example – Koralm tunnel
The Koralm tunnel is the core piece of the future high speed
railway connection between Graz and Klagenfurt in Austria and
also an important part of the international trafﬁc route ‘‘ADRIATIC-BALTIC-AXIS’’ from Venice in Italy to Gdansk in Poland. It will
underpass the Koralpe mountain located between the Austrian
provinces of Carinthia (Kärnten) and Styria (Steiermark).

As shown in Fig. 26 the Koralm tunnel is a double single-track
tube tunnel with a length of 32.8 km. Each tube has a cross-section
of 52 m2. Approximately one quarter of the tunnel is driven into
claystone, siltstone and sandstone with a maximum overburden
of 200 m. The remaining three quarters are driven in crystalline
bedrock with a maximum overburden of 1250 m as shown in
Fig. 27. The construction work of the Koralm tunnel was started
in 2008 and the scheduled date for the start of the tunnel operation
is 2016.
The simulation results shown in this work are for a section of
one single-track tube. The overburden in the section analysed is
about 140 m and the coefﬁcient of horizontal earth pressure has
been assumed to be K0 = 0.5. The material properties of the ground
in this section are shown in Table 3.
The simulation is carried out for a full face tunnel excavation
with 3 m excavation length per construction stage. The HMCM is
used for the nonlinear material behaviour. The tunnel is supported
by a 35 cm thick shotcrete-shell. The changing material properties
of the shotcrete during the hydration time for sealed shotcrete condition with w/c = 0.4 and a/c = 3.5, using the look-up tables presented in Section 4.1.2. The boundary element mesh with the
internal domain cells for plasticity and the shotcrete-shell elements is shown in Fig. 28.
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Fig. 26. Schematic drawing of the Koralm tunnel [6].

Fig. 27. Longitudinal proﬁle of the Koralm tunnel [6].

Table 3
Material properties and HMCM parameters.
Young’s modulus E
Poisson’s ratio m
Cohesion C
Friction angle /
Tension cutoff pt
Shape parameter Y
Shape parameter Z

258.28 MPa
0.25
0.12 MPa
30.95°
0.05 MPa
0.61
0.23

The deformed shape and the contours of vertical displacements
along the tunnel with the shotcrete support are shown in Fig. 29.
Fig. 30 shows the contours of the tangential forces in the shotcrete
shell as a consequence of the deformation in the tunnel, whereas
Figs. 31 and 32 show the related contours of the moments in xand y-direction in the shotcrete shell.
To show the accuracy and the applicability of the method applied in this work, the vertical displacement along the tunnel
crown obtained in the analysis is ﬁrst compared with the displacement obtained with a FDM analysis carried out with Flac3D
(Fig. 33) and second with the displacement measured in the ﬁeld
(Fig. 34). Note that in Fig. 33 the total displacements along the tunnel crown are compared, while in Fig. 34 the relative displacements with respect to the reference measuring point near to the
tunnel face are compared. It can bee seen that both the Flac3D

Fig. 28. Boundary element mesh with internal domain cells and shotcrete-shell
elements.

analysis and the ﬁeld measured data agree very well with the results obtained in this work.
8. Conclusions
This paper presents a new approach to simulate real 3D NATM
tunnelling problems. The BEM is used as principal numerical method and it handles the whole rock mass including the regions which
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Fig. 29. Deformed shape and contour of vertical displacements [m].

Fig. 30. Contour of shotcrete forces [MN] in tangential direction.

Fig. 31. Contour of shotcrete moments Mx [MNm].

undergo plastic deformation. The FEM is used for the tunnel lining
only and shell ﬁnite elements and beam ﬁnite elements are directly
coupled to the 3D boundary elements. Therefore, a coupling strat-

egy using a pseudo interface stiffness matrix for the boundary element region has been developed. Furthermore, the multiregion
approach has been used in order to simulate the sequential
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Fig. 32. Contour of shotcrete moments My [MNm].

Displacements on the tunnel roof
0.00

Vertical dispalcements [m]

FLAC3D (vertical displ. on tunnel roof)

-0.01

This work (vertical displ. on tunnel roof)

-0.02
-0.03

also been applied to a practical example where the results agree
with the results from a Flac3D analysis and the ﬁeld measured
data. This shows that the approach presented in this work can be
successfully applied to solve real 3D tunnelling problems. From
the practical point of view the advantage of easy mesh generation
and the prevention of introducing artiﬁcial boundary conditions
are signiﬁcant advantages over domain based methods.
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Fig. 33. Comparison between presented analysis and Flac3D.
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excavation process with the BEM. Special emphasis has been
placed on the realistic simulation of the tunnel lining. Both the
evolution of the shotcrete strength due to hydration and the yielding connections in the steel arches have been taken into account. In
order to realistically consider the nonlinear behaviour of the rock
mass a hierarchical constitutive model able to span the full range
of rock materials has been introduced.
Finally, test examples showing the accuracy and the efﬁciency
of the new method have been presented. The new approach has
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